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We would like to thank USF College of Nursing 

Professor Theresa Beckie, PhD, MN, RN, FAHA for 
graciously allowing us to use portions of her 
publication record (June 2015 and June 2017) to 
demonstrate publication search and H-Index 
calculation in Web of Science and SCOPUS. Dr. 
Beckie is a prolific researcher and writer. No individual 
screen shot in this presentation reflects her full 
publication record.
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Web of Science

Calculating H-Index
Using Author/Address Search 

and Citation Report Feature
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Shimberg Health Sciences Library
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First, click on Web of Science tab. 

Then, click on Web of Science logo.

http://library.hsc.usf.edu/


Use drop-down arrow to 
choose field limiter

No punctuation;  not case sensitive

Click “Search” once 
search terms have 
been entered

Cross-ref Author 
with Address field 
using “AND” 
Boolean operator 5

Web of Science H-Index



Click to “Add to 
Marked List”

Indicates inclusion 
on “Marked List”

Search 
term recap

Search results 
number
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2nd search author names only
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Web of Science H-Index

Cautionary Note: Author-only search may produce errant citations—
especially with common last names. (Ex: Davis, Smith, Patel, Zhang, etc.).
Check citations carefully before adding to marked list.



Search 
term recap

Click to show 
marked list

More results: 
47 vs 39
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Click to add additional 
relevant citations to Marked 
List. Leave any errant 
citations unmarked.

Warning: Creating the Citation Report from the result list page may introduce errant citations into 
H-Index calculation. Always create Citation Report from the Marked List after citation review.



Now you are 
on the Marked 
List page.

Click here to 
produce H-Index 
and other citation 
analysis
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H-Index
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Web of Science H-Index

Can also search for Researcher ID or ORCID publication record by choosing Author Identifiers from the search
dropdown box. Then enter author ID number in the search box and click on “Search”.

Caution: Should only use this method of identifying publications if 
Researcher ID or ORCID records are complete and up to date.




Web of Science

Discovering Impact Factors and Other Metrics
Using Journal Citation Reports
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Start impact factor search: Click 
on Journal Citation Reports 

Finding Impact Factors and Other Publication Metrics Using 
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Enter journal title or abbreviation and then either choose from the auto-
populate feature (navigates directly to Key Indicators page) or click on 
spyglass icon (activates Master Search feature).

Web of Science Metrics
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If Master Search chosen for next title search enter title or abbreviation in 
search box and click on “spyglass” icon. 

Click on title link to open 
metrics page. In most 
cases choose SCIE 
version, though edition 
doesn’t affect impact 
factors.

Edition does not affect impact factors.

Web of Science Metrics
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Click on “Home” 
or “Master 
Search” to 
search next 
journal title.

Impact factors 
(one year & 5-
year) by year.

Verify SCIE 
edition.

Click on IF to 
see specific 
calculation.

Web of Science Metrics
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Web of Science Metrics Scroll down from Key Indicators to see Rank and additional analysis.

Click on “Rank” to see rank and quartile within subject category. Categories




Scopus

Calculating H-Index
Using Author/Affiliation Search
and Citation Overview Feature
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Getting to SCOPUS from Shimberg Library web page

Click on A-Z
Resource List
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Getting to SCOPUS from Shimberg Library web page

Click on “Scopus”

Remember: An authentication prompt may appear
before the resource opens (all Shimberg resources).
Just enter your USF Health email user-ID and password
in the appropriate authentication fields. The user-ID is
the portion of your email address that appears before the
@ sign. 
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Click on “Authors”

Finding H-Index Using SCOPUS
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Finding H-Index Using SCOPUS

Fill in 
author and
affiliation 
information 
and click 
“Search”.

Alternatively,
fill in ORCID
ID and click
on “Search”
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Mark the author record you are interested in and then choose “View citation overview”. Alternatively, 
click on the full name of the author (link will turn orange at mouse-over) to see author profile which 
includes H-Index.

Finding H-Index Using SCOPUS
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Finding H-Index Using SCOPUS
Author H-Index Reported Here

Click on green X to remove errant
citations. Removal may influence 
H-Index calculation.

Can exclude self citation data. 
Exclusion of self citations may 
Influence H-Index calculation.

Date range is for time line. Data points
on time line represent citing articles. 
User can access citing article record
by clicking on data point.
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Finding H-Index Using SCOPUS

Author H-Index reported here.

Link to full-text article.

Link to “View citation
overview” (important
if you need to remove an
errant citation from the 
list) or other interesting
analytical presentations.
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Scopus

Finding CiteScore and 
other Publication Metrics
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Finding Publication Metrics Using SCOPUS

To start the process click on “Sources”.
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Finding Publication Metrics Using SCOPUS Step 1, once on “Sources” page, choose Title or ISSN search.

Step 2, enter journal title or ISSN in search box.

Step 3, click on “spyglass” icon to initiate search.
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Finding Publication Metrics Using SCOPUS

After search, click on your “target” journal title.
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Finding Publication Metrics Using SCOPUS

Publication identification. Most recent annual Scopus metrics.

Rank in subject category
and rank trend over time.

Description of metric.

CiteScore calculation for most
current annual score.
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Learn more about how H-Index and Impact 
Factors are calculated in the Shimberg Library 
Write! Libguide at:

http://guides.lib.usf.edu/write/bibliometrics
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http://guides.lib.usf.edu/write/bibliometrics



H-Index
 https://blog.scopus.com/posts/the-scopus-h-index-what-s-it-all-about-part-i
 https://blog.scopus.com/posts/the-scopus-h-index-whats-it-all-about-part-ii

CiteScore
 https://blog.scopus.com/posts/a-new-standard-of-journal-citation-impact-powered-

by-scopus 
 SJR
 https://blog.scopus.com/posts/journal-metrics-in-scopus-scimago-journal-rank-sjr

 SNIP
 https://blog.scopus.com/posts/journal-metrics-in-scopus-source-normalized-impact-

per-paper-snip 32

Learn More about H-Index and Publication Metrics in Scopus:

https://blog.scopus.com/posts/the-scopus-h-index-what-s-it-all-about-part-i
https://blog.scopus.com/posts/the-scopus-h-index-whats-it-all-about-part-ii
https://blog.scopus.com/posts/a-new-standard-of-journal-citation-impact-powered-by-scopus
https://blog.scopus.com/posts/journal-metrics-in-scopus-scimago-journal-rank-sjr
https://blog.scopus.com/posts/journal-metrics-in-scopus-source-normalized-impact-per-paper-snip



Researcher registries

With a unique identifier:
 Manage your publications list
 Avoid author misidentification
 Track the times you are cited
 Identify potential collaborators
 Tie your publications to  grant, 

and promotion and tenure 
applications

 Two free registries are available:

 ORCID

 ResearcherID
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http://orcid.org/
http://orcid.org/
http://www.researcherid.com/Home.action
http://www.researcherid.com/Home.action



Library liaisons

Krystal Bullers 
Pharmacy/PT

Allison 
Howard

Public Health

Ardis Hanson
Medicine

Randy Polo
Nursing

Kristen Sakmar
Graduate Medical 

Education




Randy Polo rpolo@usf.edu

Krystal Bullers kbullers@health.usf.edu

Ardis Hanson hanson@health.usf.edu

Allison Howard amhoward@usf.edu

Kristen Sakmar kmorda@health.usf.edu
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You’re welcome to email questions to:

mailto:rpolo@usf.edu
mailto:kbullers@health.usf.edu
mailto:hanson@health.usf.edu
mailto:amhoward@usf.edu
mailto:kmorda@health.usf.edu
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